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Still Starting Late
Mitch Ryder perform! during Bluw & Jew *79 (photo by John Haafke).
by Steven Verburg
The Blues and Jazz Festivaj will 
be staged on the Campus Center 
lawn after all, but it will start late in 
the day — at around 3:30 p.m. — in­
stead of traditional early afternoon 
starting time.
Wee-president for Administration 
Ronald VanSteeland said that the 
later starting time was necessary 
because of opposition from faculty 
members to the traditional early 
afternoon start. On the other hand, 
a Lanthorn poll of teachers with Fri­
day afternoon classes near the Cam- 
pm Center found little objection to 
die normal starting time.
VanSteeland announced the fest­
ival location Monday at a meeting 
with students involved with planning 
the annual event.
VanSteeland, whose Student Act­
ivities Office helps coordinate the 
student-funded festival, previously 
said it would have to be staged on 
Robinson field behind the Commons. 
The vice-president changed his mind 
when an informal survey of admin­
istrators and support personnel, con-
New Senate Supports CC Location
by Susan Collins
At their first meeting the new 
Senate officially declared their sup­
port for keeping the Campus Center 
lawn as the traditional site for the 
Blues and Jazz Festival.
Vice-president elect, Teresa Ereon 
said, "1 think Blues and Jazz should 
be held on the Campus Center lawn 
because it is the traditional site that 
poses few real problems.” She 
added: “As a freshman, l feel tradi­
tion is an important part of student
life."
The current Vice-president of the 
Senate, Curt Hansen stated, “Blues 
and Jazz should remain at the Cam­
pus Center as it is probably the last 
time it will be held in the spring." 
Due to the change from terms to 
semesters, there is a probability the 
festival may be held in the fall next 
year.
To emphasize the support, the 
Senate drafted a letter to Vice- 
president for Administration, Ronald 
VanSteeland. The letter expressed
To Seattle
NFL Drafts Essink
by Suzanne Joseph
A dream came true last Wednes­
day for Grand Valley’s All-American 
Ron Essink.
Essink, a 6-foot -6, 245-pound 
Zeeland native, was drafted by the 
Seattle Seahawks in the tenth round. 
The Seahawks are a franchise of the 
National Football League.
The offensive tackle will leave 
tomorrow for a weekend rookie 
camp.
“It’s like stepping on the moon," 
Essink said with a smile, “ It’s like 
being the first guy on the moon.”
Essink is the first athlete from 
Grand Valley to be drafted by an 
NFL team. Two ocher Laker foot­
ball players have tried out for teams 
as free-agents, but without success.
In 1978, Gary Evans tested the 
Cleveland Browns, and last year 
Roger McCoy’s high hopes with the 
Buffalo Bills were shot down.
Seattle was Essink’s first choice, 
while they were the organization that 
showed the most interest in him. 
He’s been there twice before, both 
times for wrestling.
Essink (photo by John Wanat).
their discontent with the decision to 
hold the festival in Robinson field.
The Sencte also agreed to partici­
pate in the upcoming Waik/Run/jog- 
a-thon on May 31. The fund-raising 
event is being sponsored by Grand 
Valley’s Athletic department. Pro­
ceeds from the event will go to Men's 
and Women's athletic scholarships 
and the participating organizations.
Also, Student Senate decided the 
membership of its four standing com- 
mitees and their chairmen for the 
1980-81 school year.
The Appointment Committee 
appoints students to various task 
forces, committees, and boards at 
Grand Valley. The committee is also 
responsible for filling any vacancies 
within the Senate and providing an 
interim summer government. The 
Appointment Committee will be 
chaired by Darlene Johnson.
The Allocation Committee hears 
student organization requests for op­
erational funds. It will be chaired by 
John Garlicki who also held the pos­
ition last year.
The Programming Committee is 
responsible for sponsoring events on 
campus, such as concerts, lectures, 
and film. They also hear requests 
from student organizations for funds 
for programming. This committee 
will be chaired by Paula Callen.
Recreation Committee sponsors 
such programs as excursions, outdoor 
events and funding of club sports. In 
addition, they hear requests from 
student organizations for recreational 
events. The chair of this committee 
will be Andrea Smith.
American, Yugoslav Schools 
To Contrast in Symposium
“The Theoretical and Methodo­
logical Foundations of Learning” is 
the theme of the Fourth Intema-
Esank had the unique experience tional Symposium to held May 14-16 
this past wrestling season of winning under the co-sponsonhip of Grand 
both the NAIA and NCAA Division Valley and the University of 
II heavyweight titles, which he be- Sarajevo, Yugoslavia. The sympos- 
lieves helped his chances of being ium. an annual event hosted in alter- 
drafted. nate yean by the two institutions,
“Wrestling training is all en- will be held at the Grand Center 
durance, and football is the opposite- (formerly the Civic Auditorium) in 
quickness and explosion,” Essink downtown Grand Rapids, 
said. “As far as gening me recogni- Yugoslavia’s university system is 
tion, wrestling has gotten me over run on a “self-managed” baas in­
die hill. If I didn’t  do so well in volving fewer professional admini- 
wrestling. 1 don’t  think I would jtraton rH*n American universidcs. 
have gotten drafted.” The symposium is of important
political significance this year as a 
continued on pege 3 result of the recent death of Yugo-
' slavia’s President Tito, the volatile 
situation in the Near East, and Yugo­
slavia’s leadership position among 
third world countries.
A keynote speech by the Special 
Assistant to the U.S. Commissioner 
on International Education and 
inauguradon of Grand Valley’s new 
conference and classroom space in 
the Grand Center will highlight the 
symposium.
Dr. Robert Leestma, o f the U.S. 
Office of Education, will deliver the 
keynote address at a May 13 recep­
tion and dinner honoring the Yugo­
slav delegarirn to the symposium.
Leestma is a member of the U S-
continued on poge 3
ducted by his office, indicated al­
most no objection to the Campus 
Center site.
In his survey, VanSteeland asked 
about 25 GVSC employees if they 
objected to the festival starting at 
3 p.m. on the south side of campus.
VanSteeland said Tuesday that he 
was also swayed by the nearly 1,500 
student signatures presented to him, 
requesting the festival take place on 
the Campus Center lawn where it 
has occurred for the last five years, 
and that it be allowed to start at 
2 p.m. as it has in the past.
Administrators have said they op­
posed an earlier starting time because 
of the number of complaints recieved 
each year from faculty, administra­
tors, and support staff about the 
loud music.
At the meeting Monday, Van 
Steeland said that support staff 
apparently do not object to having 
the festival begin early at the Campus 
Center, as he had believed earlier, but 
that faculty members do.
However, a Lanthorn poll of the 
17 faculty members who have Friday 
afternoon classes on the south end of 
campus indicates that there is little 
or no opposition to the normal start­
ing time. In fact, almost all of those 
professors expressed strong support 
for starting the festival at its normal 
time.
Two of the teachers said they felt 
the festival was disruptive to classes, 
but that the festival was important 
enough that classes should be moved, 
cancelled, or rescheduled to avoid 
problems.
Some of the other professors, who- 
leach in Lake Huron, Lake Superior,
AuSable halls said that it was "rid­
iculous” to alter the festival, and that 
the festival actually “makes classes 
better" by lifting student morale.
Others offered comments suppor­
tive of the festival. None objected to 
it.
One foreign language professor 
said he had no objection “whatso­
ever,” adding, “if they can take our 
Foreign Language Day, we can take 
their Blues and Jazz.” (Last week 
hundreds of high school students 
visited GVSC for Foreign Language 
Day.)
The poll also revealed that all one- 
hundred GVSC nursing students, 
whose classes are normally in Lake
VanStMland (photo by Kyle Lucas).
Curriculum Study Should 
Include Students: Trustee
GVSC Board of Control Member 
Marvin “Mickey” Knight made a 
Whistle Stop appearance on campus 
Tuesday, and said that students 
should be allowed on the Curriculum 
Study Committee.
The All Colleges Academic Senate 
(ACAS) recently voted to exclude 
students from that body—despite 
contrary recommendations from its 
own steering committee and the 
Student Senate.
Knight also commented on other 
campus issues, including the process 
employed by the governor to select 
college trustees.
GVSC board members, such as 
Knight, are equivalent to trustees.
Knight said that a Curriculum 
Study Committee that lacked 
student members would be “missing
one portion of the spectrum.” An 
all-faculty body would have less 
credibility, he claimed.
Knight, an active Republican from 
the Muskegon area, responded to 
questions about the role of party 
affiliation in the selection of Board 
of Control members.
Knight said tl at “there is as much 
divergence in the Republican party as 
between parties. . .so I’m not sure 
that the label made much difference 
except that it let me be known.”
At least seven of GVSC’s eight 
board members are believed to be 
Republicans.
Knight also praised a proposal to 
be establish a commission to advise 
the governor on appointments of
continued on page 3
Michigan Hall, are required to be 
off-campus working in clinics on 
Friday afternoons.
When told of the results of the 
poll, VanSteeland commented that 
he had spoken not only with faculty 
members who have Friday afternoon 
classes, but also with “others who 
have complaints.”
VanSteeland said he thought the 
later starting time would be “a 
winner for everyone, instead of a 
loser for some people.”
He added that this was not "a pre­
cedent” , and that students should 
not expect to have every outdoor
continued on page 3
M emorial Will 
Honor 
A s I t Closes
Thomas Jefferson College will 
close its doors for good at the end 
of this term, but not without a final 
flurry of commemorative activities, 
including the dedication of a mem­
orial plaque and bench to be placed 
outside Lake Huron Hall.
President Arend Lubbers will pre- 
sent the -laque to TJC Dear. Phyllis 
Thompson, faculty member Dan 
Andersen, and student Barb Glesncr 
on June 2 at 3 p.m.
Other event* scheduled include a 
farewell party, or “wake” as some 
are calling it; and a week of an 
exhibits and performances by 
students.
Mary Tepaste, TJC’s longtime 
administrative assistant, is coordin­
ating the week long series of events.
About one-hundred TJC students 
will make up the alternative college’s 
final graduating class, and, according 
to Tepaste,many of them will exhibit 
art and give performances during the 
final week — so many, in fact, that 
Tepaste has had to combine per­
formance and exhibits in order to 
accomodate all of them.
She also said that alumni from 
all over the country will be attending 
the festivities.
Tepaste is also organizing a direc­
tory of over 700 TJC students, 
faculty, and alumni, as well as a 
large-scale final edition of the TJC 
Newsletter.
Thomas Jefferson College was 
established in 1968 as Grand Valley’s 
second collegiate unit. It was de­
cided to close it last spring in the 
midst of a budget cutting process to 
reduce administrative costs.
If you ean*t M i*  th*
Veep Switches Fest to Campus Center Lawn
j
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‘Free To Choose’ Intensifies Inflation
by Jenny Lehmann
Business aim rich 
Individuals propagate 
anti-government sen­
timent. Government 
is annoying for them, 
particularly through 
regulation and taxa­
tion. But because of 
the inefficacy of the 
capitalist system, gov­
ernment is increas­
ingly necessary. Increased government interven­
tion, like increased corporate concentration, is 
antith'-ticoJ to the system but necessitated by it.
Thus, in this period of inflation, the oligopol­
istic auto industry, using economic power, in 
defiance of the “laws” of supply and demand, 
raises prices despite an overabundance of cars. 
Meanwhile, the government saves Chrysler from 
extinction with loans and military contracts. 
Chrysler is not forced to become efficient to 
lower costs or lower prices or both. Like the 
system, it is propped up by the dimly visible 
hand of government.
While decrying inflation, the government 
ordered Sohio Oil Company to raise its prices. 
Sohio was bigger, more concentrated than its 
competitors, and so was able to engage in price 
competition. This threatened the competitors, 
and government intervened on their behalf. 
Even when it works, the system doesn’t work.
Government has been expanding from its 
"ideal” role as a police force since it began 
enacting laws to protect the men, women and 
children sometimes literally chained to machines 
14 hours a day, seven days a week. (Milton 
Friedman and Rich DeVos would say, in true 
laissez-faire esprit, that sweat-shop workers 
were “free to choose” unemployment.) Vet 
reduction in government, or at least those aspects 
of government which are not beneficial to them, 
is being sought by the increasingly pervasive 
conservative forces. Often they use inflation as 
a rationalization.
Reduction in government spending, though 
limited in consequence, is one of the few 
measures government can take against inflation. 
Yet government programs often exist because of 
“demand”, and whether altruistically motivated, 
or pressured by lobbies or electoral considera­
tions, politicians are loathe to reduce or elimin­
ate them.
An example is the fact that government is 
charged with the reduction o f unemployment. 
Thus, because of the political jeopardy repre­
sented by high unemployment statistics and the 
potential violence o f too many unemployed, it 
must create jcbs, directly and indirectly, which 
requires spending.
Carter's proposed draft seems to be his 
method of fighting inflation and unemployment 
simultaneously. The conservative forces, with 
the media largely enlisted in their cause, demand
reduced government spending overall, but in­
creased military spending. Mindful of his politi­
cal imperative to reduce unemployment, Carter 
secs the draft as a means to provide jobs without 
increased government spending, except on the 
military, which is “acceptable" or "desirable”.
Military spending itself is an overlooked factor 
in inflation. In 1978, military spending repre­
sented 25% of federal spending and 4.8% of the 
GNP. These figures are probably deceptively 
low, excluding indirect military spending: add­
itionally, the military budget, both absolutely 
and as a percentage of the federal budget has 
increased since 1978, especially with Carter’s 
latest budget. The defense budget, as explained 
by the New York Times in a November 1978 
article, “Guns over Butter Equals Inflation”, 
is characteristically quite inflationary.
Defense contracts arc often awarded on a 
"cost-plus” basis, according to the Times, mean­
ing that firms have no incentive to reduce costs. 
Defense equipment is one of the highest priced 
commodities. With costs (which often increase 
exponentially during production) and profits 
guaranteed, it is a lucrative business. In fact, 
military contracts, and the manufacture of arms 
in general, provide substantial support, directly 
and indirectly to key industries and, increasingly, 
to the economy in general.
Lanthorn Editorials Nestles Withholds ‘Perfect Information’
Watchdog Chained
Recent Congressional action to authorize continued funding of the 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has put the crucial regulatory agency in 
a vaguely dangerous position—and nearly resulted in the termination of 
some important investigations of corporate deception.
After meeting with President Carter last week, Mouse and Senate con­
ferees agreed to a bill granting three-year financing to the FTC on the 
condition that Congress can veto any of its major investigations if it deems 
them inappropriate.
The FTC, the principal government watchdog of the business commun­
ity, had not been officially funded for four years, and had conducted its 
business in the interim under the aegis of contingency monies.
Proposals to refinance it included provisions to stop several of its 
current inquiries-cspecially one dealing with "unfairness” in children’s 
advertising. Some Congressional opponents also wanted to prohibit its 
authority to investigate the insurance industry, copyright manipulation, 
and funeral homes.
The Conference Committee agreement allows all the FTC’s major 
investigations to continue—under a highly restricted format. None of its 
previous areas of interest have been banned or transferred to other 
agencies—but all have been reduced in scope.
A deadlock over acceptance of a funding bill was broken when Carter 
listed minimum requirements for legislation he would be willing to sign. 
At the meeting with the conferees, Carter insisted that no major invest­
igations currently undertaken by the FTC be discontinued.
Reluctant to assume any veto power over the agency, though willing to 
accept some if pressed, Carter’s attitude allowed Congress to reserve that 
right for itself-no presidential signature required.
This is the 164th law allowing Congress to veto actions of the executive 
branch. Though Congress has employed this power only 79 times, it is 
entirely posublc that a conservative legislature could do a great deal to 
cripple the FTC
This is an era in which the coming wave may well be a regressive politi­
cal current of laissez-faire.
We only wish that this “leave it be” attitude would be extended to the 
FTC
The defense industry also tends to increase 
the price of the resources it employs; for ex­
ample, steel, energy, and skilled labor. It re­
presents increased and substantial demand for 
these resources. Also, because of the cost-plus 
nature of its contracts, it is able to pay high 
prices.
In addition, according to the Times again, 
the vast sums spent on military research and de­
velopment “skewers” the research and develop­
ment effort away from technology appropriate 
to increasing efficiency and thereby reducing 
cost in industry. (Not to mention away from 
humane research.)
Conservative forces, spearheaded by business 
and those wealthy because of it, have the media 
in tow - primarily (though not entirely) because 
they own it. Together they clamor demands, 
riddled with contradictions. They want reduced 
government, yet government is charged with the 
monumental tasks of curbing inflation and re­
ducing unemployment. They want less govern­
ment spending, but millions of dollars to 
Chrysler and billions to arms manufacturers are 
not challenged. They are ostensibly fighting 
inflation, while they campaign for reduced taxes. 
Clearly class self-interest is the only unifying 
dement in this loud cacophony.
Waiting For The Draft
by Rich Campbell
I suppose Dave 
Lorenz (Manager of the 
Campus Bookstore)
really thinks he is being 
ethical by providing 
Nestles products to 
hungry GVSC consum­
ers. After all, he doesn’t 
force anyone to buy 
candy bars but, rather, renders a service by mak­
ing them available.
Principles of “consumer sovereignty” dictate 
that discriminating consumers will decide what 
type of chocolate to buy and thus, which brands 
will be available. To deny consumer access to a 
particular product goes against the grain of “free 
market” morality. I can almost picture Milton 
Friedman nodding his head in vigorous approval.
Lorenz’ explanation for selling Nestles prod­
ucts in the face of a national boycott strikes me 
as being morally insensitive. Responsible decis­
ion-making must surely include consideration of 
the practical effect of one’s actions. In this 
case the concern should range beyond the 
“needs” of candy patrons.
By hawking infant formula in Third World 
nations, Nestles is increasing the incidence of 
malnutrition and intestinal disease in these 
areas. Some people have obviously managed to 
gleefully detach themselves from this tragedy. 
Others have not. The Nestles boycott was or­
ganized as an attempt to stop the company from 
continuing its destructive Third World marketing 
policies.
Perhaps Lorenz thinks honoring the boycott 
would be an act of Bolshevism. He doesn’t want 
to rob consumers of their decision-making free­
doms.
The choice for the individual •seems fairly 
clear: the boycott can be supported or it can be 
ignored. Lorenz undoubtedly doesn’t feel just­
ified in making such decisions for someone else.
A key Senate committee has approved funding for registration for a 
military draft. The full Senate will debate the bill soon, and it stands a 
chance of passing despite vocal opposition by several prominent Senators.
If registration becomes a reality for Grand Valley’s 1,343 nineteen and 
twenty year old males, as well those in that age group nationwide, the first 
noticeable effect will be when they are required to fill out forms at the 
post office this summer.
Then, America’s youth will wait.
They will wait until corporate bosses decide that vital American inter­
ests, such as corporate holdings in the Near East, are endangered by the 
will of the citizens of those areas.
They will wait until America’s consumers decide they cannot bear to be 
unsure they will have enough gasoline to fuel their oversized, overused 
automobiles.
They will wait to see if a nervous, election-conscious president will 
again bungle a spectacular attempt to free the hostages in Iran, which will 
cause the death of many including, doubtless, some of the hostages them­
selves, and bring the nation closer yet to war.
If registration is passed into law, America’s youth will wait for a draft. 
Then, armed to their satisfaction, the leaders of this country will inevit­
ably send the youth to war.
At that time, we will all realize that the waiting wasn’t nearly as bad as
if mqv havf» crrmrH
But the situation is not that simple.
Consumers, in making their purchasing 
decisions, ideally do so with the benefit of 
what can be referred to as "perfect informa­
tion.” We expect to know, for example, the 
ingredients of a particular food item in order to 
gauge the harm we might be doing to ourselves 
by ingesting it. We should also know the adverse 
ways in which our buying decisions affect others.
Many people, however, know nothing of the 
boycott or the events which lead to it.
Guided as it is by the same quest for profit 
that took it to the Third World, Nestles’ packag­
ing and display practices do not include poignant 
descriptions of dying babies. But Lorenz does 
know and he has made his choice. That decision 
is a saddening one. Removing “Nestle's Crunch”, 
“Choc-o-lite”, and "$100,000” candy bars from 
loaded bookstore shelves would not be the first 
step in a march towards fascism. It would be 
an act of compassion.
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Reagan Activists Resist
Presidential candidate Ronald 
Reagan, who has fared poorly in 
student-dominated precincts during 
the primaries, has unwittingly rallied 
some dubious support on the Univer­
sity of Califomia-Berkelcy campus.
Calling itself the "Reagan for 
Shah Committee," a group of 
allegedly pro-Reagan activists has 
announced plans to protest the "ugly 
emergence of neo-anti-war hysteria 
on America’s campuses.”
Zodiac News Service reports that 
committee members claim "thou­
sands of clean, decent, obedient 
young Americans" support them. 
The committee plans university 
rallies to"protect the disturbing spec- 
tor of draft resistance hanging over 
our universities and colleges."
Organized support for the com­
mittee's efforts is said to come from 
such groups as the “John Wayne 
Peace Institute.”
Honors
Set fo r M ay 14
There will be a Honors Program 
Convocation May 14 at 2 p.m. in 
132 Lake Huron Hall to call att­
ention to academic excellence at 
Grand Valley.
A reception will follow the con­
vocation. All faculty and students 
are invited to attend.
LANTHORN
PHOTO
CONTEST
REMINDER
Trustee from page one
college trustees. Knight said “the 
more input, the better,” but went 
on to decry the process by which 
trustees are elected to the governing 
boards of Michigan State University 
and the University of Michigan.
"Those people (elected trustees) 
are too susceptible to political in­
fluence” he said. Knight felt that 
objectivity was needed to make 
decisions and that the present ap­
pointment policy helped attain that 
objectivity.
Knight also defended the practice 
of laying off disproportionate num­
bers of faculty members to admin­
istrative personnel when staff cuts 
arc required.
Sometimes, he said, "in order to 
eliminate one administrative func­
tion, you might have to eliminate 
a substantial number of faculty 
members.”
Knight expressed satisfaction with 
the current quantity and quality of 
the GVSC administration.
Fest Switch from page one
TWO WEEKS
TO GO__
ENTER BY 
MAY 22!
Six Students Vie For 
Student Leadership A ward
Symposium from page one
event on the lawn.
The Vice-president said Tuesday 
that his staff would contact teachers 
with Friday afternoon classes, per­
haps attempting to help them find al­
ternative locations. VanSteeland also 
said arrangements may be made to 
find an “alternative study space” on 
the north side of campus for students 
who would ordinarily use the library 
that day.
The Campus Center lawn has been 
the site of Blues aim jazz Festival 
since 1975. Last winter, student 
festival organizer Stephen Aldrich 
decided, with the support of activi­
ties administrator Jeff Brown, to 
move the event to Robinson field to 
avoid complaints about loud music 
from GVSC employees. Aldrich 
claimed recently that he was 
“pressured" into that decision by ad­
ministrators in the Dean of Student 
Office.
When College of Arts Science 
Dean Charles Sorensen heard of the 
move to the north end of campus, he 
objected, saying CAS classes in 
Mackinac Hall would be disrupted. 
Subsequently, VanSteeland said the
festival could go on at Robinson field 
despite Sorensen’s objections, if 
there was "no noise” before 3 p.m.
When this was made known, 
students circulated petitions and 
gathered about 1,500 signatures ask­
ing that the festival be restored to its 
traditional time and location.
National Commission to UNESCO 
and chairman of UNESCO's U.S. 
Education Committee. He is also the 
author of numerous articles in the 
field in international education.
The Yugoslav ambassador to the 
United States, Budimir Loncar, will 
also make remarks at the dinner, 
which will be held in the Campus 
Center beginning with a reception 
at 5 30 p.m.
The symposium will be the first 
major Grand Valley program held 
in the new Grand Center. All sym­
posium sessions will be held in the 
lower level meeting rooms of the 
Grand Center, 245 Monroe Avenue, 
N.W., Grand Rapids.
The general format for the sym­
posium will include presentation of 
papers with responses from 10 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. each day. “The sympo­
sium is one aspect of the comprehen­
sive educational exchange program
undertaken by the University of 
Sarajevo and Grand Valley," says 
Ezra Gearhart, director of the Center 
for International Studies.
One of six Grand Valley students 
will receive this year's Kenneth R. 
Venderbush Student I-eadcrship 
Award at a banquet this Monday, 
May 12.
The Venderbush Award was in­
stituted last year as a means of 
honoring a student who has made an 
outstanding contribution to Grand 
Valley’s student body in the area 
of extra-curricular activities, accord­
ing to GVSC Dean of Students 
Richard Mehlcr. The award is named 
in honor of the late Kenneth R. 
Venderbush who was vice-president 
for student affairs at Grand Valley 
from 1969-73.
Last year's winner was Spencer 
Nebel, currently a senior in the 
College of Arts and Sciences.
Nominees for the 1980 award 
arc Barb Glesncr (Thomas Jefferson 
College) from Cadillac; Sherrie Hasscl 
(Kirkhof College), Bloomfield; 
Joseph Irrer (Scidman College of 
Business and Administration), St. 
John’s; Willie McKether (Develop­
mental Skills Institute), Saginaw;
Susan Stariha (College of Arts and 
Sciences), Muskegon; and, Steve 
Verburg (William James College), 
Wyoming.
The Student Leadership Banquet 
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Campus Center Multi-Purpose Room. 
Dr. Edward H. Hammond, vice- 
president for student affairs at the 
University of Louisville will be the 
keynote speaker.
During 1971-72, Hammond served 
on the President’s Commission on 
the Rights and Freedoms of 
Students. He has written extensively 
on legal issues which arise on the 
college campus. His articles have 
treated such subjects as sex dis­
crimination, the impact of the family 
educational rights and privacy act, 
and the student press and the first 
amendment. Hammond received his 
Ph.D. in counseling and personnel 
services from the University of 
Missouri.
Tickets for the banquet arc avail­
able at the Campus Center Informa­
tion Booth for $4 and should be 
purchased by May 5.
C d d i n r v
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The NFL draft took place 
Tuesday and Wednesday last week. 
By the latter day, Essink was tired of 
waiting by his phone in the Ravines 
and decided to pace the halls of the 
fieldhouse instead.
The Detroit Lions organization 
called his apartment and his room­
mate, Kevin Rahrig, called the 
fieldhouse to relay the message.
Essink rushed home, called 
Detroit back, and the secretary 
said, “Ron, you’ve been drafted 
(pause) by the Seattle Seahawks.” 
GVSC football coach Jim 
Harkema was one of the First to
know, and at 2 p.m. the Seahawks 
called F.ssink and put him on hold 
until 3 p.m. before Coach Jack 
Paters welcomed him into the 
organization and invited him to 
rookie camp.
Now comes the hard part, Essink 
says.
Of course he is elated about being 
drafted, but whether you're a first- 
round pick, tenth-round pick or a 
free agent, you still have to make the 
team.
“ 1 know I’ll have to make a lot of 
sacrifices as far as techniques and 
such, but I’m willing to do that."
DAY AN D  EVEN IN G  1980 SUM M ER SESSION APPLICATIONS
Are Now Being Accepted By
GRAND RAPIDS JUNIOR COLLEGE
(North Control AccroOHoUon)
A Comptoto ronfO o( Uboroi Art, onO tali:.M s counoo. Mon, 
Technical oroo oftorlnfS
Clotoot run  S, « . or 5 m om lnfo tor u n n  ooo»t. Juno «  to J u l, 
n  Four-uooO M otion Juno 2 J to J u l, I t  Iro n ln * d o o m  run 
two n lfh tt por woot. Guest oppUcettont welcomed 
CO ST Cnoo I jp Oi  tmorttlt 117.00 per credtt hour
ItiChfin  ttudtntl Mtwdl fattd uptds S20 SO por credit hour 
Owl si S ilt, fruettih M 4.00 per credit hour
SEND lo r e tto lo *  end moll oppllcetlon lo r d o , and
MtllOfll
WRITE: Dtrpctor o f SumrtWf S*»»k>n 
Grand Repfcft Junior C otlof•
143 B ottw ick. N.E 
Grand RapWt, Michigan 49903 
Or Call (616) 496-4891 — Day clasMs
(616) 496-4690 — Evanlng c la im
Pitas* sond mo 
summer session 
information:
Name.
Address.
Your School. 
City.
Still undecided 
about where to live this 
summer or next fall?
“ If ■=!
(L-i 1
i l l t\
Grand Valley Apts.
has the solution:
Summer Rates (6/16—8/17)
1 bedroom $280 total
2 bedroom $400 total
All units completely furnished
•Spacious rooms 
•All utilities paid 
•Just 5 minutes from campus
Grand Valley Apts. 
895-6351 or 243-2863
CAMWSViEMf
ABUOMEMTS
A V A l t A B i e  
CALL W S -U XQ  
O f-  W - U T I 7
}
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Music
Bandarray III 1 9 8 0 -High School
Band Festival all day Friday, May 9 
Campus Center Lawn. Includes GVSC 
Studio Jazz Orchestra at noon LAT.
GVSC Band- in joint concert with Grand 
Rapids Junior Collage Band 8 pun. 
Wednesday. May 7. Fountain Street 
Church. Free.
McOuff—blues end jazz group from 
Kalamazoo. Sponsored by the Grand 
Rapids Folklore Canter 8 p.m. Saturday, 
May 10 Yankee Clipper Library 2025 
Leonard St. NE.
Radii Nsaron singer. Sponsored by the 
Jewish Cultural Council of Grand Rapids 
8  p.m. Saturday. May 10 Temple Emanuel 
1716 E. Fulton.
TJC Bsnarraae: Craig Fottar-elactri: 
piano 4-6 pun. Tuesday. May 13 TJC 
Commons 2nd floor LHH.
Ozark Mountain Daredevils- in concert 
Wednesday, May 14 Paolo's Livin' Room 
Call 538-2380 for more info.
Coke and Folk Faathral-bring your own 
instruments. 3 JO-B p.m. Tuesday, May 
13, CC Lawn, on the Blues Festival 
Stage. Admission free, coke 15 cents by 
the glass.
Eastown Saloon-Country Bluegrass 
Lazy-M ay 7-10 
Marbles—May 12-13 
Haneourts and W est-May 14-17 
Intersection Tavern-ja zz, rock 
Prodigy-May 7-10 
Orange Lake Drive-M ay 14-17 
Pistmaieter Tavern—jazz
dan  Lands Trio-Wadnesday. May 7 
Dan Hines and Jeff Bonner-Thuradev. 
May 8
Griot Galeay-event garde May 9-10 
14-17
Lectures/
Talks
(photo by John Heefke)
by Connie Dahmen and Thomas I-1- Saulsberry III
Most people think of spring as a time for softball and 
frisbce.but the Performing Arts Center’s music depart­
ment has other ideas. Partly to culminate the end of the 
school year and also to celebrate spring, concerts and 
jazz festivals have been planned by eight different Cirand 
Valley groups.
The Grand Valley State College (GVSC) Studio Jazz 
Orchestra, the One O'clock Jazz Band and Jazz Ensemble, 
Little Symphony, the GVSC Singers, Seven Centuries 
Singers, and Festival Chorale arc all planning May per­
formances.
These groups arc made up of students who have been 
working hard all year long. Several arc pursuing degrees 
in music and all receive college credit for participating. 
“Their commitment can be compared to that of somerinc 
on an athletic team,” said Professor William Bcidler, 
director of the GVSC Singers.
LanthornArts/Entertainment
"Sparrow Hawk," print by Mary Schiltz (photo by Danni Hill).
engraving produced strong black lines 
in her hair and facial features.
“F.verytimc I approach the plate 
there’s some degree of experimenta­
tion. At first the plate can be 
intimidating because of its cost. 
People are afraid that whatever they 
do to it is going to be permanent.
1 got over that intimidation a while 
ago. 1 know I can always change 
the piate. In fact,” she added, “I 
find a plate less intimidating than a 
piece of paper. The thickness of 
the plate allows for the ability to 
re-work your image many times.
continued on page 5
What’s Happening
My Kid Can Do That-a collection of art 
by child ran from the Climbing Tree 
Alternative Learning Canter and 
prominent artists for the 20th century. 
Co-eponior*d by Climbing Tree and 
Kaarchar Fine Art Services. Noon-9 p.m. 
May 9 and 10 and noon-6 p.m. May 11 
and 12. Kaarchar Gallery. 8 Jefferson 
Avs. SE.
Mary Atm Schiltz: print maker-exhibit ion 
May 8th to May 15. opening recaption 
3-6 p.m. Thursday, May 8. CC Gallery. 
The Graphic A rt of Francisco G oya- 
the collection consist! o l 66 etchings and 
aquatints made between 1796 and 1820. 
The opening w ill ba 2-5 pun. Friday. May 
9. The exhibition will run through 
June 14. Muskegon Museum of Art. 
196 Waet Webstar Ave. Muskegon.
warfce Sunday. May 11 thru May 31. 
Recaption: raffbahmants. Hue music 
7 pun. -8 pun. Sunday, May 11 Free 
CFAC.
■  a je .4  pun. Monday. May 12 T X
r LHH.
a Raaa and Lori 
1 sun.-6 pun. Tuesday. May 13 
T X  A rt GoBary LHH.
Functional Sculpture: Robin Welters 
and Joanny Kaaky—ceramic and pottery 
May 7-13 TJC Art Gallery LHH.
John Ball Arts Fair-10 a.m.-5 p.m 
Saturday, May 17 (rain date May 24) 
John Ball Park near Band Shell, Grand 
Rapids.
ofliuk 12 noon 
Monday and Wednesday, May 5 and 7 
118 Loutit.
Do Ue Part—comedy 
7 and 9 pun. May 7 and 8.
The Iwnpnans drama 7 and 9 pun. 
May 9-16.
Saturday end Wadnewfay Matmaas 
Admission S3.50 Monday Student night 
S I .78.
Today's Turmoil and Change- 
by Dr. Allen Luther, Department of Nr 
Eastern Studies at U. of M. 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, May 7, Mayflower Congre 
tional Church. 2345 Robinson Rd. SE.
Mohammad and the Koran- 
by Dr. David Ede, Department of Relig 
at Western Michigan University 7:30 p. 
Wednesday. May 14. Mayflower Congo 
tional Church 2345 Robinson Rd. SE. 
Mother Daughter Conference—A presr 
tation of the play Tne Inheritance bt 
Nicole d'Entremont, followed by a serii 
of workshops discussing different espe 
of the mother-daughter relationship 
10 e.m. to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, May 1 
Campus Center. Fee S5.00. Call 
895-6611 ext. 690 for more info. 
Visitor's Night a t Veen Observatory 
observations permitted if Ihe aky rs 
deer, o.i Joudy nights an alternate pn 
gram ano inspection of equipment is 
conducted. 8:30 pun.-l 1:00 pun. 
Saturday. May 10. Cal! dm Chaffee
14 and 15 Campus Center. 
12 noon Campus Center.
tfcy-May
M ay
is the Month 
fo r Music!
Planning for most of the performances starts in the fall 
soon after the school year begins. The groups give a 
few performances during the winter months and at 
Christmas, but spring seems to be the best time for 
them because they arc at the height of their performance 
level.
Bandarray HS1980 opens the season with a musical 
collage combining the orchestrations of Grand Valley s 
musicians with those of eight visiting high school bands.
The array of bands will begin the day-long event at 
10 a.m. on the Grand Valley campus lawn and continue 
until 5 p.m., displaying seven hours of versatile music. 
Such genres as pop, jazz, blues, classical, and musical 
theatre will be echoed throughout the campus.
Of course, the performances of the Grand Valley 
musicians will be the featured events of the day. At 
noon the GVSC Studio Jazz Orchestra, directed by 
Dan Kovats will perform in Louis Armstrong Theatre 
(LAT). At 3:00 p.m. a scries of clinics will be offered
by the following clinicians: Ruth Bylsma, P'lutc;
Charles Brault, Saxophone; Paul Grischke, Clarinet; 
Karl Hill, French Horn, Charles King, Double Reeds; 
Daniel Kovats, Jazz; Bruce Pulk, Percussion; and 
William Root, Brass. The day will close with a finale by 
the GVSC Concert Band at 4:00 p.m. in LAT.
In addition to the featured performance in
Bandarray!HI980, the Studio Jazz Orchestra will play in 
the Blues and Jazz Festival on the CC Lawn, May 16 
and then go on tour May 22 and 23 to London, Ontario, 
where they will represent GVSC to over 2700 people.
Two other student jazz groups, the One O’clock 
Jazz Band and the One O’clock Small Jazz Ensemble 
will join the Studio Jazz Orchestra for a final concert 
May 28 at 8:00 p.m.
The concert will include a spiritual and selections from 
an American contemporary masterpiece, "Peaceable 
Kingdom” by Randall Thompson, plus pieces from the 
X3th to 16th centuries by the Seven Centuries Singers,
Savan Canturiaa Singars 78 (photo by John Haafka).
whose repertoire includes works from seven different 
centuries.
Another special event for May is the Little Symphony/ 
Honors Concert at noon May 21, in LAT. The concert 
honors six music majors with the opportunity for solo 
performances accompanied by the Little Symphony, 
a group of other Grand Valley music majors plus members 
of the Grand Rapids Symphony Orchestra.
The six students honored in the program were chosen 
last November through careful auditions by the music 
department. They are: Charles Brault, recorder;
lute Brazic, trumpet, Tony Childs, clarinet; Dean 
Galloway, guitar; Geoffrey Mulder, violin; and Sue 
Schuiling, soprano.
For a vocal break, three other Grand Valley groups 
offer another noon concert, also in LAT, on May 27. 
Professor Beidler’s GVSC Singers and Seven Centuries 
Singers, join forces with the F'estival Chorale, directed by 
Maynard Klein.
Theatre
Naw Plays Fsstivsl—one-act plays 
pretexted by GVSC students and faculty 
Abnormal Behavior by Julie Serge, 
directed by Jim Gilkison and
The Ant Gods by Dan Sutherland, 
directed by Roy Sorensen. 8 p.m. May 
15-17 Circle-in-the-Dark Theatre in John 
Ball Park. Admission 99 cants.
Da near for 2: W illie Fauer. Susan 
MathAa former members of the Viola 
Farbor Dance Company. 8 pun. Thursday. 
May 8 . noon Friday, May 9 in Studio 
Theatre. CFAC. Tickets S2-uC as the 
door.
Grand Hapidi Civic Ballet-"Homage to 
Georg Friderich'* 8:30 pun. Friday. 
May 16, 3:00 pun. Sunday. May 18 
Godwin Auditorium, 3Sth at DKriason. 
Wyoming.
Printmaker Mary Schiltz Finds Her Niche
by Ndlic Duddlcaon
I found Mary Schiltz in the Cedar 
Studio's priritmaking room at three 
in the morning. She had been 
printing for two weeks straight. She 
extended her hand in greeting, but 
since it was covered with black ink, 
we exchanged verbal introductions 
instead.
While she washed her hands, I 
glanced around the room. An old 
cast iron press, used for wood 
engraving, caught my eye. Two 
other students, clad in ink-covered 
aprons, were busy wiping their 
engraved plates, readying them to 
take proofs.
Mary has been preparing for 
her BFA exhibition May 8-15 in
the Campus Center Gallery. She 
is the second of three seniors to 
be showing their works this term. 
(Sharon Hoag exhibited her 
paintings last week, and Carol 
Raczkowski will follow May 24 
through June 2).
Mary started in dance at 
Grand Valley si* years ago, but her 
interest changed first to ceramics, 
then drawing, until she finally 
settled on printmaking for her 
vocation.
“1 wasn’t satisfied with making 
‘ pots and I wanted to learn every­
thing. The richness of the black 
in a print attracted me to print­
making. At that point I transferred 
from TJC to the CAS Bachelor of 
Fine Arts program, ” she explained.
“For the last three years I've been 
building my vocabulary of print­
making techniques, so that I have 
more freedom to create.”
While showing me her work, 
Mary explained how the processes of 
painting and printmaking differ. “A 
painter puts her brush-strokes 
directly onto the canvas-that’s her 
end product,” she noted. The print- 
maker, however, has an : itermediary 
step—etching or engraving the image 
on a metal plate, inking the plate, 
and finally transferring the ink to the 
paper. The end product isn’t the 
worked plate, but the print taken 
from the plate.
Mary’s main interest is the intaglio 
process of printmaking. “The word 
intaglio is Italian for incised line,” 
she explained. "These are produced 
by various methods; some are
achieved with the help of acid. An 
acid resistant ‘ground’ is used to 
cover the zinc or copper plate. 
Essentially, it is like a varnish that 
covers the entire surface of the 
plate. Sharp instruments arc drawn 
through this ‘ground.’ The artist’s 
idea is drawn on the plate in this 
manner. The plate is then submerged 
in an acid bath which begins to 
"etch” downward to make the 
iines incised. The length of etching 
time and closeness of multiple 
lines determine the darkness of the 
final print.
“After removing the plate from 
the acid, the ‘ground’ is also 
removed,” she added.
The artist inks the plate, wipes it 
to remove excess ink, then presses 
damp paper into the engraved or 
etched lines, thus transferring the 
ink to the paper.
Engraving is another printmaking 
technique involving carving directly 
into the metal plate, rather than 
etching through the ‘ground.’ Mary’s 
work “Dead Bluejays” uses this 
technique. Because of the intricacy 
of the engraving work, the plate 
itself is a work of an.
Her most recent print, “Marina, 
Patroness of Lovers and Poets" uses 
both the engraving and etching 
techniques. As I viewed them 
hanging in the studio drying, 1 could 
see how the two methods combined 
to evoke feeling of both softness and 
strength.
The etching technique left soft, 
charcoal-like shadows on the 
woman’s face, while the “dry-point”Printmakar Mary Schiltz (photo by Danni Hill).
s i I
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Hubbell 
In The 
Corner
On the Wings o f Fate
(Editor's note: Recent GVSC graduate and former Lantbom Managing 
Editor Mike Hubbell sent us this a feu) weeks ago.)
Once upon a time, not so long ago, there was a little caterpillar named 
M. Me lived a quiet little caterpillar life, because he always had the goal of 
obtaining his wings.
M spent three years struggling through various dead-end jobs like dish 
washing and grape stomping. He became tired of walking around the city 
at night trying to wear down his insomnia. M decided to change, to be­
come formally educated and pursue his secret dream of flying.
M enrolled in Grand Rapids Junior College. He was working 48 hours 
a week at the metal factory, but the rewards of studying flight philosophy 
outweighed his boring job. He was learning about the history of flight, 
how it changed, how the style of flying was an echo of the lifestyle of 
the times.
M quit his menial labor and got a job working with the cocoon openers. 
M was now in college, yet he felt empty before the cocoon openers helped 
to informally educate him.
M learned how many flying schools were not teaching flight, but were 
stressing the necessity of staying earthbound. M found that the cocoon 
openers were constantly struggling to convince their caterpillar cohorts 
that flying and being aware of other caterpillar’s flights for life was im­
portant. The cocoon openers taught M how to struggle to help other 
caterpillars and himself. M spent all his time working and helping the 
cocoon openers.
M’s formal flight studies were suffering but his personal education, 
with the cocoon openers, was helping to prepare him for his own up­
coming flight.
One day M realized that he was to fly soon. He became irritable to­
ward his cohorts who had to stay behind until they had realized their 
flight potential. M realized he would soon fly away from all his friends.
The last two weeks before the flight, M got lonely and sad. He walked 
all over the city and took one last look from his caterpillar perspective.
M received his flying diploma and left his flight college behind. He 
said goodbye to his friends and flew off into the sunset.
M is in flight today. He is in search for a place to land this time. M is 
looking back at the caterpillar years with joy because he knows that in 
order to obtain his goal of flight, he inadvertently realized why he wanted 
to fly.
He wanted to  fly because it makes M happy to see the others, those on 
the ground and in the air, gain joy from the beauty and humor of his 
constantly developing wings.
Flying is just the beginning. One develops through flight, each day, 
until the last flight. Grand Valley State Flight Colleges was only the 
avenue M thought he had to take in order to recognize that he could 
always fly -  on his own.
Could it Really be Death by Disco?
by Jules Mastenbrook
Yes, it docs happen. I myself lost 
one of my closest friends last 
summer. We were doing 'the freak 
at a nightclub in Grand Haven when 
his artificial pacemaker overloaded. 
But that's only one of the many 
problems that can arise from the 
dreaded jungle beat of Disco.
Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong 
and Ludwig Von Beethoven have 
been continuously rolling over in 
their graves since the beginning of 
this phenomenon.
The much-too-regular rhythm is a 
carbon-copy of that of the heart, 
only three seconds faster. This 
causes the heart to jump every other 
beat to keep time with the inhuman 
rhythm pounding through the body. 
This condition arises after listening 
to a single side of KC and the 
Sunshine band.
And of course there’s the dreaded 
‘disco fingers' syndrome. Snapping 
your fingers may take you to meet 
your maker sooner than you expect. 
People have actually been hospital­
ized with digital infections stemming 
from the beastly disco beat. An
Artist
from page four
“I’m also very interested in 
faces and trying to evoke a certain 
emotion, capturing a certain feeling 
from the face."
Both “Marina" and “Dead 
Bluejays’’ exemplify her use of 
this expressionism, bringing out 
emotion through an image 
(for example, the lifelcssncss and 
starkness of the birds).
“The printmakcr is always 
looking at new ways to work with 
the plate,” Mary concluded. “When 
people look at paintings they look 
at them from far away. When they 
look at prints, they look at them 
up close to see the detail. You can 
always tell a printmakcr at an art 
show because they stand inches away 
from the piece to see the technique 
the artist used. And," she added, 
“you can always recognize print- 
makers in a crowd-you can tell 
by their ink-stained hands!"
early sign is fingers that snap in your 
sleep. If your roommate or folks 
ask you in the morning if you 
heard a strange popping noise in the 
night, you know it’s time to throw 
out your Commodores, Chic and 
K-tel Disco collections. There is no 
cure for this fatal disease.
In the later stages of this disco 
sickness, you may find strange 
growths on your feet. These are 
’waltz warts', well-known in your
parents’ early dancing days, and they 
occur from such foot abuse as danc­
ing into the wee hours of the morn­
ing. An aggravated condition of this 
arises from wearing platform or 
stiletto heels while dancing. There's 
no cure, but the only relief is to take 
the first plane to Tibet and stay 
there. Also, seeking the true defini­
tion of your life from the Dalai Lama 
will work wonders.
If you value your eyesight, stay
New Plays Project M oves to 
John Ball Park Circle Theatre
Despite the recent fire which damaged the Stage 3 Theatre Iwt week­
end, the Grand Valley New Plays Project will continue as scheduled. 
According to theatre department chairman Michael Birtwistle, perfor­
mances will be at John Ball Park's Circle Theatre. At this writing the 
City Commission had not yet approved the lease, but Birtwistle expected 
there would be no problem with it at their May 6 meeting.
The first of the three weekend performances opens Thursday, May 15, 
with two one-act plays presented by GVSC students and faculty: Abnor­
mal Behavior, by Julie Sarge, and directed by Jim Gilison, and The Ant 
Gods by Dan Sutherland, directed by Roy Sorenson. The 8 00 p.m. per 
formances are 99 cents and continue May 16 and 17.
The New Plays Festival resumes weekends of May 22-24 and 29-31 
with different works each weekend.
out of discos. It isn't unusual for 
a disco regular to see flashing colored 
lights while attending a biology 
lecture, or imagine that someone is 
flickering the lights in the middle of 
computer science. This usually re­
sults in a catatonic state relieved only 
by shock treatments.
Even the zodiac jewelry and silver 
Italian horns worn around your neck 
at the disco will affect you. They 
tend to act like magnets and pull 
together between people, which can 
be fun, but seven times out of ten 
this results in strangulation.
I hope by now I have convinced 
you to stop frequenting discos and 
listening to the music. You should 
no longer have the urge to go out 
dancing the night away to this dan­
gerous lieat. You will burn every 
last disco album and single you 
wasted so much money on and feel 
no remorse. Your feet will no longer 
twitch to the fatal beat. Your plat­
form shoes and zodiac jewelry will 
gather dust and disintegrate, "ashes 
to ashes; dust to dust", as the Good 
Book says. Believe me, the world 
will be a better place to live in.
EO R G ETO W N
W A SH  & D R Y 
1L L A G E
FEATURING Step-Saver Units
Self Service or
Same-Day Drop O ff Service
M-45
s
Family Fara
Bauer Rd. n
Port Sheldon Rd.
Q  X GEORGETOWN VILLAGE
A ttenden t on Duty
ATTENTION 
ALL CAS STUDENTS
All CAS students must receive signed validation cards from authorized academic adviso- s befoi e they enroll for 
classes.
Aii validation cards must be presented at the entrance to registration: Students who do not have signed valida­
tion cards w ill not be permitted to enter and enroll for classes.
CAS Advising Days for Summer and Fall semesters, 1980 will be May 14,15, and 16. All CAS units will provide 
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. coverage to allow students the opportunity to contact an academic advisor.
Evening Hours: A ll units offering evening classes and the CAS Dean's Office w ill be open the following evening 
hours:
Wednesday, May 14: 5:00-7.00 p.m.
Thursday, May 15: 5:00-7.00 p.m.
For CAS Advising Center evening hours, see below.
Advising Sessions should be used to review all distribution and major requirements.
CAS ADVISING CENTER HOURS
Wednesday, May 14: 
Thursday, May 15:
9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m.-7:00 p m.
i
Hyde, one of four Laker seniors, 
pitched the championship game 
against Ferris State on Saturday. 
The Lakers won 1-0, as the Bulldogs 
were held to no runs on three hits.
In the preceding game, Hyde 
gave up only one Ferris hit while 
retiring the Bulldogs in order every 
inning but the fourth (when they 
scored their sole run). Ferris won 
that decision 1-0.
Named to the Division II All- 
State Team, Hyde will take a 9-5
etta College was the team to beat, as 
the school is one of the powers of 
the midwest. To go up against 
Marietta is to go against experience.
This experience did not intimidate 
Grand Valley as their two second 
places and two fust places in the 
four events they entered made for 
the most impressive showing of the 
day.
The novice women marked 
another excellent performance as 
they picked up their first career-gold
Tournament this weekend at 
Southern Illinois University at 
EdwardsviHe.
by Laurie Benedict
Junior second baseman Sherri Lotre throws one of her many put-outs to 
first base during last weekend's SMAIAW championship game against Ferris
(photo by John S. Wanat).
Baseball Team 
Leads GLIA C
by Richard Plowdcn
The Grand Valley State baseball 
team who remain at top of the 
Great Lakes Conference with an 11-3 
record, opened the month of May on 
a busy note by playing six games in 
three days. On Thursday, the Lakers 
dropped two games to Aquinas, tra­
veled to Detroit Friday where they 
lost a twin-bill to the University of 
Detroit, before sweeping a double- 
header from conference foe Hillsdale 
on Saturday.
Grand Valley played a good 
Aquinas team and lost by a 8-2 score. 
Chuck Sleeper was the Laker starter 
and relieved by Ken Pahl in the fifth 
inning. Outfielder Larry David had 
an RBI double for Grand Valley, 
whose only other consolation was 
the return of second baseman Terry 
Smith, who had a single in three at- 
bats.
Ken Schubert started the second 
game before being lifted in favor of 
Ken Pahl in the third inning, as the 
Lakers suffered a 4-1 defeat. Brian 
Johnson had two hits and the lone 
Grand Valley RBI.
On Friday, Grand Valley sent Jim 
Herendeen to the mound to pitch 
against the Titans of the University 
of Detroit. Herendeen gave up only
five hits and walked four, but it was 
not enough as the Titans won 6-3- 
Terry Smith went two for four as he 
had two RBI’s and his sixth home 
run of the season.
The second game in Detroit was a 
bitten contest and Grand Valley 
came out on the short end of the bat 
with a 12-11 verdict. Larry David 
had three hits for the Lakers, Brian 
Johnson-had three RBI’s and Terry 
Smith contributed two hits.
In their only conference games of 
the week. Grand Valley sent their 
aces to the mound. Bob Opland, 
with a 2.27 eamed-run-average, was 
credited with his fifth win of the 
year as Grand Valley won 4-3. Brian 
Johnson had two hits and a RBI, 
while Kelly Kolbe drove in one run.
In the second game, Greg Walter 
threw his third shutout of the year in 
an 8-0 victory. Brian Johnson had a 
double and knocked in two Grand 
Valley runs as Mike Renno had two 
RBI’s. The large factor in the vic­
tory, however, was the overwhelming 
three-hit pitching of Walter (now 5-1, 
with an 1.53 ERA) and the consis­
tency of Terry S-nith who had two 
singles and hit his seventh home run 
in sixteen games. Smith now has an 
average of .453 along with 18 runs- 
batted-in."
Laker of the Week
Marie “Morris” Hyde has been 
chosen I-aker of the Week by The 
Lanthom sports staff for her deva­
stating pitching performance last 
weekend at the state softball 
tournament hosted by Grand Vailey.
Could the Grand Valley softbaii 
team beat Ferris State three times in 
a row? How about four times out of 
five for a state championship?
There was no doubt in Ann 
Rancourt’s mind, when the Lakers 
went into the SMAIAW state cham­
pionship last Thursday, that her 
squad could beat the Bulldogs even 
four times in a row.
Grand Valley had already beaten 
Ferris for the Great Lakes Confer­
ence crown on Monday, and expect­
ed to play them again for the state 
crown. “It was the most incredible 
series of my life,” stated Rancourt.
On Thursday, the Lakers started 
rolling in Division II by handing Lake 
Superior State a 14-8 loss, upping 
junior pitcher Kim Martens' record 
to 7-3 -
Friday saw the Lakers stay in the 
winner’s bracket as they put Ferris in 
the loser’s bracket by handing the 
Bulldogs a 3-2 defeat.
In that game, the Lakers went 
into extra innings with the score 
tied 1-1. In the tenth inning, Ferris 
scored one run, but Grand Valley 
wasn’t about to be beaten as they 
came through with clutch hits to 
win the game.
Sophomore Jo Maginity, now 7-1, 
pitched all ten innings, gave up two 
runs and ten hits.
Saturday was bright and sunny as 
the two teams took the field for the 
fourth time (since Monday), with the 
state championship on the line.
Ferris was not going to be denied 
a win against Grand Valley as they 
scored their only run in the fourth 
inning off a crucial Laker error. 
Grand Valley could nor come up 
with enough hits to score any runs,
A pleased Ann Rancourt receives congratulation* from team member*.(photo by John S. Wanat).
and the game ended with Ferris win­
ning their first game against Grand 
Valley, 1-0.
Senior pitching ace Marie Hyde 
was credited with the loss, allowing 
one hit, while striking out one.
In the final game, Hyde was again 
called to the mound for pitching 
duties. “It was a combination of 
emotions and statistics that made me 
decide to pitch Marie,” stated 
Rancourt, “ Ferris had only one hit 
off of her. 1 talked to Marie before 
die game and 1 knew there was no 
-way she would be defeated again.”
And that was what Hyde proved
as she pitched all seven innings and 
allowed only three hits. "There was 
no way anyone was going to beat us 
in the state championship after last 
year,” she stated. Last year, the 
Lakers were defeated by Michigan 
State, 1-0, and finished thi'-d in the 
state.
Grand Valley’s one run came in 
the second inning when sophomore 
Karen Layman got on base with a 
single. Hyde then sacrificed her to 
second base, Bobbin Sawyer ground­
ed out which put Layman on third, 
and she scored on a single by senior 
Marlene Hassevoort. The Lakers 
would have preferred not to sit on
that lone run, but it was enough, as 
they held Ferris back for seven inn­
ings. Laker hitters were Layman, 
Hassevoort (two) and Hyde (two).
Hyde, Maginity and Peg VanAnt- 
werp third base were chosen, along 
with six other division II players, to 
the All-State Team. These players 
were chosen by the Division II 
coaches for their fine performance 
during the season and in the tourna­
ment.
The Lakers will be traveling to 
Edwardsvillc, Illinois this weekend 
for the Mid-West Regional Tourna­
ment where they are seeded one and 
Ferris is seeded three.
Track Team Finishes Low in District 23
by Lionel Barnes
Last Saturday, Grand Valley tra­
veled to Big Rapids to participate in 
the NAIA District 23 Track Champ­
ionship.
The Lakers placed seventh in a 
field of nine teams. The winner of 
the meet was Saginaw Valley. The 
rest of the teams finished as follows: 
North wood-second, Ferris State-
third, Hillsdaie-fourth, Aquinas-fifth, 
Spring Arbor-sixth, Siena Heights-
eighth and lake Superior State- 
ninth.
The competition in this meet was 
highly skilled. “District 23 is very 
strong," coach Bill Clinger comment­
ed. “There are several trackmen who 
will place nationally."
The Lakers placed in eight events, 
as Jeff Chadwick finished third in the 
long jump with a distance of 22 - 5 V4.
In the 400-meter run, Del 
DeWcerd placed fourth with a time 
of 49:7, as Jon Arroff finished sixth
in the triple jump with a distance of
42- W.
The Laker 400-metcr relay team 
finished fifth with a time of 43:8. 
Members of that team were Scott 
Baker, Chadwick, DeWcerd and Fred 
Shoemaker. Doug Kupier finished 
fifth in the 800-meter run with a 
time of 1:55.9, while Greg Hyde 
placed sixth in the 10,000-meter 
run with a time of 33 :17.
Another fine performance was 
turned in by Hubert Massey. Massey
finished third in the discus with a 
hurl of 149 3.
The 1,600-metcr relay team 
placed sixth. Members of that team 
were Doug Kupier, Jim Kaminski, 
Richard Fuller and DeWcerd.
“We weren't happy with our per­
formance," commented Clinger. 
“We hope to do better in the confer­
ence championships.” This weekend, 
the Lakers will participate in the 
GLIAC Track and Field Champion­
ship at Saginaw Valley State.
Crews M ake H istory in M arietta, Ohio
by Chris Berry
M ar-i-et-ta....Mar-i-et-ta....Mar-i-
et-ta...Marietta-Marietta. Marietta.....
MariettaMarietta.
This was the chant that Coach 
Springer led for the Grand Valley 
crew* on their way to competition in 
the Mid-American Collegiate Rowing 
Association Regatta in Marietta, 
Ohio.
Even though there were many 
teams present for the regatta (Notre 
Dame, M.S.U., West Virginia Univ., 
Charleston, and Mercy hum), Mari-
The varsity women struck gold 
also. Although they were in third at 
the start, they quickly pulled into 
the lead and maintained that lead 
with a clean finish. Their 6:50 time 
left them more than a boat ahead of 
West Virginia.
Coxswain Robin Milliman, assist­
ed by her teammates, followed her 
novice counterpart, Sharon Leedy, 
in taking the traditional plunge in 
the river that all winning coxswains 
must endure.
The novice men’s course was 
shortened from the usual 2000
meters to a 1500-meter race. The 
many well-coached crews made for 
an exciting row, but Marietta's exper­
ience paid off as thcir4 23 time bet­
tered second place Grand Valley by 
four seconds.
Varsity men also had an outstand­
ing day as they also claimed a second 
place behind Marietta. Rowing in 
the only preliminary race of the four 
Grand Valley crews, the men finished 
a first place in their heat. But. the 
finals were a different story as Grand 
Valley stuck close but were six
seconds short of beating Marietta’s
6:07 mark.
Chad Versluis rowed three courses 
for the day, a: he filled an open spot 
in the men’s varsity boat, plus row­
ing his usual novice race.
Varsity oarsman Mike Walsh waa 
sidelined due to an ankle injury, 
causing Springer to call on Versluis.
On Sunday, the crews will row a 
dual-meet against Mercyhurst College 
of Eric. Penn, on Grand Valley’* 
home course of the Grand River. 
The day’s activities will begin at 
noon.
7:15. V rilryi man * vanity (photo by John S. Wanat).
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Sports B its And Pieces
Track
Grand Valley’s women’s track 
team turned in its finest performance 
in the team’s history last Saturday at 
the Notre Dame Invitational in South 
Bend, Indiana.
The Lakers, led by Dawn 
VanderZouwen, finished second in 
the five-team meet with 108 total 
points. Lake Michigan College was 
the meet champion with 121 points.
VanderZouwen finished first in 
the discus and the javelin, with 
finishes of 114 feet and 99-2 respec­
tively. She also finished second in 
the shot put with a 34-10 perfor­
mance.
Chris Wolters placed third in the 
discus with 95-10, and Melissa 
McNeil finished third in the shot put 
with a 34-1 !4 toss.
In the running events, first-place 
finishers for the Lakers included 
jaydync ivicrcciiih ( i 2.2 ICC-mcicr 
dash) and Claudette Charney (25.7 
200-mcter dash).
Meredith and Charney were also 
members of the second-place 400- 
meter relay team along with Wolters 
and Karen VanderWerff. That squad 
finished in 52.5.
Jog-A-Thon
Area individuals and groups will 
have a chance to raise money for 
their favorite causes through a 
Walk/Jog-A-Thon to be held May 
31 at Grand Valley State’s Arend 
D. Lubbers Stadium.
Participants in the event will have 
an hour in which to run, jog, or 
walk around the 440-yard track in 
the stadium, according to George 
MacDonald, director of Grand 
Valley’s intercollegiate athletics de­
partment, which is sponsoring the 
event.
Several prizes are available for 
persons participating in the event, 
including "I Survived the Jog-A- 
Thon” T-shirts for those who address 
25 sponsor forms and brand-name 
jogging shoes for persons running 
on the behalf of the Intercollegiate 
Athletics Department who raise $200 
or more for the department.
Golf
Consistency was the key as three 
of the four I-aker golfers finished in 
the 70’s at the Aquinas College 
Spring Classic held April 29.
Coach Don Stafford was pleased 
as his squad finished with a respect­
able team-total of 314 strokes, good 
for fifth place behind Ferris (306), 
Olivet College (309), Oakland Com­
munity College (311), *nd the 
University of Detroit (312).
The Lakers’ team-total (in a field 
of 17 teams) was 14 strokes better 
than their two previous outings.
Leading the Lakers was Ted Mac- 
Cready with 76 strokes, followed by 
Tom DeHaan with 79, Rick Bohn 
with 77 and Tom Hardecki with 82.
Sailing Club
Grand Valley's Sailing d u b  placed 
first in Division A and Division B at 
the Toledo Hobie Intercollegiate Re­
gatta last weekend.
Grand Valley, represented by 
team captain Greg Fordon, Kris 
Landsman, and Andrew Pergiei, 
came out on top of Ohio State 
University, Kent State University, 
University of Toledo, Bowling 
Green, Notre Dame, and Ohio 
Northern.
Fourteen races were held over two 
days of light winds in seven race- 
equipped Hobie 16 catamerrans pro­
vided by the University of Toledo 
and the sponsors (Strohs and Hobie
at).
Tennis
The GVSC men’s tennis team 
volleyed their way to a sixth-place 
finish last weekend in the GLIAC 
Conference Meet held at North- 
wood Institute.
The young Laker squad lost all 
but two of their matches in the first 
round of action, but managed to 
finish ahead of Lake Superior State 
and one point behind Hillsdale in the 
final team standings.
Number-five singles player, 
sophomore Matt Berman, won his 
first match by outhustling John 
Staford of Oakland 7-5, 6-2, and was 
knocked out of contention in the 
second round by Steve Blazekovic of 
Ferris.
The number-three doubles team 
of Berman and Sophomore Andy 
Baum defeated Bill Portiolt and 
Scott Akin of Lake Superior State 
6-3, 6-4, but were subdued in the 
second round by Ferris State’s David 
Symond and Blazekovic of Ferris.
This weekend the Lakers will 
travel to the Grand Rapids Racquet 
d u b  for the NAIA District 23 Tour­
nament.
454-0539 
1437 Wealthy
May 8-10 
LAZY
May 12-13 
MARBLE
May 14-17
HARCOURT AND WEST
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
TO GVSC STUDENTS
ON ALL PURCHASES! 
Financing Avail tb it
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Blue and White Football Survives the Heat
by Steven M. Serulla
The fans enjoyed it, the coaches 
liked it; however, the players on the 
field cursed it. What is «t? G -W  
Valley’s Annual Spring Blue and 
White football game.
The scrimmage was played before 
a crowd of $00 lightly-clothed fans, 
while the players sweated and fainted 
in the 80-degree heat.
The score matters little to the 
coaching staff as it takes one last 
look at the returning players who 
will make up the nucleus of next 
Fall’s varsity team.
The Blue team, led by returning 
quarterback Dave Quinley, defeated 
the White team by the score of 36-7.
In the first quarter, the Blue team 
took control and literally dominated 
the turf between the goal lines. Tail­
back Will Roach, returning for his 
fourth season in the backfield, took 
a pitchout 12 yards for the score 
with less than three minutes gone in 
the opening quarter.
Moments later, Quinley connected 
with split end Nate MacDonald for a 
61-yard scoring-pass play and the 
Blue team led, 13-0.
Tight end Rob Rubick was the 
recipient of another Quinley touch­
down pass with six minutes left in 
the quarter. The 33-yard play gave 
the blues to the White team but the 
Blue team wasn't finished yet.
Quinley (photo by John S. Wanat).
Jeff Oliver, the Blue team’s other 
quarterback, entered the contest in 
time to lead his team down the field 
for their fourth TD of the quarter. 
Oliver culminated the drive with a 
15-yard scamper and place kicker 
Jim Flanigan added his third point- 
after touchdown in four tries to up 
the Blues lead to 27-0.
In the second quarter, the action 
slowed a bit as Kurt Johnson ran 
four yards for the only score and as 
the teams took a much-needed half­
time break, the Blues led 33-0.
The White team came out in the 
second half with something to prove 
to the crowd as they held the Blue 
squad to a lone field goal by 
Flanigan, a 26-yardcr in the fourth 
period.
The White offense got things roll­
ing as it scored on a Steve Michuta 
to Kerry Hicks four-yard pass. Bob 
Miller’s PAT cut the margin to 33-7 
before the final three points from 
Flanigan.
The Laker’s head coach, Jim
Harkcma, was pleased with the per­
formance of the players on both 
teams. "We learned some things out 
there this afternoon. We tried some 
things with our running game and 
now we’ll (the GV coaching staff) 
have to re-evaluate our offensive 
game in relation to running plays 
versus passing plays.”
Quinley connected on 10 of 21 
attempts for 172 yards to lead both 
teams in offense. Michuta led the 
White team on 14 of 24 passing 
attempts for 148 yards.
Rubick was the top pass catcher 
as he pulled in five passes for 86 
yards. Randy Rac and Randy 
Warner snagged four passes each, 
Warner’s for 79 yards and Rac’s for 
77 yards.
The 1980 version of the Grand 
Valley Lakers has a lot going for it. 
How well the team will do in the up­
coming season will depend on incom­
ing freshmen who will have to plug 
the holes in the offensive and defen­
sive lines left by graduation.
W HAT COULD
THE ARMY
Drop your guard for a 
minute. Even though you’re 
in college right now, there 
are many aspects of the 
Army that you might find 
very attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.
M B) SCHOOL. ON US
You read it right.
The Army’s Health Professions Scholar­
ship Program provides necessary tuition, 
books, lab fees, even microscope rental dur­
ing medical school.
Plus a tax-free monthly stipend that 
works out to about $6,450 a year. (After 
July 1, 1980, it’ll be even more.)
After you’re accepted into medical 
school, you can be accepted into our program. 
Then you’re commissioned and you go 
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the 
Army Reserve.
The hitch? Very simple. After your resi­
dency, you give the Army a year as a doctor 
for every year the Army gave you as a med 
student, and under some conditions, with a 
minimum scholarship obligation being two 
years’ service.
UKEYDU?
Stores dose to you in 
Holland •  G rand Rapids 
M m k i w o nWWW
C  CASH BONUSES
Besides scholarships to medical school, 
the Army also offers AMA-approved first- 
year post-graduate and residency training 
programs.
Such training adds no further obligation 
to the student in the scholarship program. 
But any Civilian Graduate Medical Educa­
tion sponsored by the Army gives you a one- 
year obligation for every year of sponsorship.
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every 
year you’re paying back medical school or 
post-graduate training.
So you not only get your medical educa­
tion paid for, you get extra pay while you’re 
paying it back.
Not a bad deal.
A  M EJKr PLACE TO I E  A  NURSE
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is 
one of excellence, dedication, even heroism. 
And it’s a challenge to live up to.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome 
of professionalism, regarded as a critical 
member of the Army Medical Team.
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical 
spectrum is almost impossible to match 
in civilian practice.
And, since you’ll be an Army Officer, 
you’ll enjoy more respect and authority than 
most of your civilian counterparts. You’ll 
also enjoy travel opportunities, officer’s pay 
and officer’s privik^es.
Army Nursing offers educational oppor­
tunities that are second to none. As an Army 
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate 
degree programs at civilian universities.
ADVANCED NURSING COURSE. 
TUITION-FREE
You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
You can also take Nurse Practitioner 
courses and courses in many clinical special­
ties. All on the Army.
While these programs do not cost you 
any money, most of them do incur an addi­
tional service obligation.
A  CHANCE TO PRACTICE IAW
If you’re about to get your law degree 
and be admitted to the bar, you should con­
sider a commission in the Judge Advocate 
General Corps. Because in the Army you get 
to practice law right from the start.
While your classmates are still doing 
other lawyers’ research and other lawyers’ 
briefs, you could have your own cases, your 
own clients, in effect, your own practice.
Plus you’ll have the pay, prestige and 
privileges of being an Officer in the United 
States Army. With a cliance to travel and 
make the most of what you’ve worked so 
hard to become. A real, practicing lawyer.
Be an Army Lawyer.
R0TC SCHOLARSHIPS
Though you’re too late for a 4-year 
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year 
scholarships available.
They include tuition, books, 
and lab fees. Plus $100 a month 
living allowance. NaturJly 
they’re very competitive. Because 
besides helping you towards your 
degree, an ROTC scholarship 
helps you towards the gold bars 
of an Army Officer.
Stop by the ROTC office on 
campus and ask about details.
U P T 0 S 1 7 0 A IK M T H
You can combine service in 
the Army Reserve or National 
Guard with Army ROTC and 
get up to $6,500 while you’re still 
in school.
it s caiieu uic SuuulUucOus 
Membership Program. You get 
$100 a month as an Advanced 
Army ROTC Cadet and an addi-
ional $70 a month (ser­
geant’s pay) as an Army 
Reservist.
When you graduate, 
you’ll be commissioned as a 
Second Lieutenant, but not 
necessarily assigned to ac­
tive duty. Find out about it.
A BONUS FOR PART-TIME WORK
You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlist­
ing in some Army Reserve units. Or up to 
$2,000 in educational benefits.
You also get paid for your Reserve duty.
11 comes out to about $ 1,000 a year for about 16 
hours a month and two weeks annual training.
And now we have a special program to 
help you fit the Army Reserve around your 
school schedule. It’s worth a look.
A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE
Some may find college to be the right 
placeat the wrong time for a variety of reasons. 
The Army can help them, too.
A few years in the Army can help them 
get money for tuition and the maturity to use it 
wisely.
The Army has a program in which money 
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the 
government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous 
bonus is added to that.
So 2 years of service can get you up to 
$7,400 for college, 3 years up to $ 12,100, and 4 
years up to $14,100. In addition, bonuses unto 
$3,000 arc available for 4-ycar enlistments in 
selected skills.
Add in the experience and maturity gained, 
and the Army can send an indi vid ual back tocol- 
lege a richer person in more ways than one.
We hope these Army opportunities have in­
trigued you as well as surprised you. Because 
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright 
person like you.
For more information, send the coupon.
I
I
I
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MEANWHILE... by Chris Frederick
X'M  t-OOK-KOCs «>*. A rAOTWtR’i  
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1 NQRJH10WN.
With this entire North town ad—one 
ticket only $1.50 (except Fri. or Sat.)
[  F rid a y  1 3 t h  no Foolin’ Around lP<3
” 'hs' * With this entire QuaJ ad-1 ticket 
only $1.50 (except Fri. & Sat.)
29th Street ot € geltline 949-4SS0 ^
Cjj’LD A  L IV I ®
Starring Gilda Ratnar
19
Where the Buffalo R o a m
B
ALL THAT JAZZ
Dustin Hoffman ^
1K R A M E R  VS. K R A M E R '
SPRING PURCHASE DEADLINE:
Spring term textbooks should be
purchased by May 9. Spring term
books may not be available after
that date because the Bookstore
will begin the process of returning £
unsold books to publishers then. £
Thank you. c
-C A M P U S -
LU
ero
ATTENTIO N !
Pre-nursing students
Non-nursing majors also welcome.
SHS-SN Student Advising Centerwill 
hold an open informational session on 
Monday, May 19 from 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
in I MH.
4 ^ ^  GRAND
VALLEY 
STATE
f f U h F y
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  SCHEDULE OF EVENTS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Sunday TRIVIA BOWL PRELIMINARIES, 123 Manitou 8:00pm
May 11th
STUDENT ART SHOW & RECEPTION, Ca lder  7- 
( a r t  show runs u n t i l  May 31s t )
9:00pm
Monday PADDLELESS CANOE RACES, Zumberge Pond 3 : 30pm
May 12th WESTERN NIGHT, Outdoors by Commons* 
Steak Fry  and Blue Grass Band Music
4 : 30pm
WESTERN OUTFIT CONTEST by Commons*
♦weather perm it t ing
5:00pm
P r o j e c t  PUSH Rock-A-Thon, C .C .  Lawn 50hrs3:00pm
Tuesday 
May 13 th
STUDENT LEADERSHIP BANQUET, Campus Center7:30pm 
FRISBEE & KITE  FESTIVAL,  C .C .  Lawn 2:30pm
FOLK & COKE FESTIVAL, C .C .  Lawn 
w i t h  " M O R S E  F f c A t H E S "  open M i c
3 : 30pm 
5 : 30pm
Movie "SAME TIME NEXT YEAR"f r e e ,  132 LHH 8:00pm
1 : 30pmWednesday STUDENT-ADMINISTRATION SOFTBALL GAME
May l4 th  a t  Robinson f i e l d
TR IV IA  BOWL FINALS, 123 Manitou Ha l l  8:00pm
P r o j e c t  PUSH R a f f l e .  Campus Center Lawn 3:00pm 
Tuq-of-War F i n a l s , Robinson Field 3:30pm
BIKE TOURING WORKSHOP. C .C .  Lau re l  Room 7:00pm
T h u r s d a y
May 151 h
Frid ay
May i6th
A L H Q S T « * * * A N Y T H I N G * G 0 E S * * , R o b i n s o n  F i e l d  5:00pm 
S T U D E N T  A R T  SHOW C O N T I N U E S  A T  C A L D E R
G R A N D  V A L L E Y  A N N U A L  B L U E S  F E S T I V A L  
on t h e  Ca mp u s C e n t e r  L a w n
3:00pm
STUDENT LIFE  WEEK s p o n s o r e d  by: S t u d e n t  A c t i v i t i e s  t H o u s i n g , A
S t u d e n t  S e n a t e  R e c r e a t i o n
Now at
r%ii ii HP VKui .£&
w m #
J F /  |
w  m  '
Large assortment of reptiles, 
tarantulas, lizards, snakes
can special order almost anything
10% off
anything in store
expires May 17th
Full Time Pet Store
w/birds, tropica I f ish 
i kittens, puppies 
small animals
Open 10-9 M-F 
Dog grooming by apt 10-6
0135 Chicago Dr. Jenison phone457-5730
i i
